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be previously agreed. All contingent equipment and supplies to be imported from
Canada, including arms and ammunition, shal be notified to the MFO Headquarters,
which may set limits to such importation. All property required for the MFO missionshall be fully accounted for in MFO property systems.

7. In connection with paragraph 42 of the Appendix to the Protocol, the MFOshal ascertain and act in accordance with the wishes of Canada.

8. In the application of paragraph 20 of the Appendix to the Protocol, the MFOshall follow the regulations and practices of the UN in its peacekeeping operationswith respect to flag and ensign display.

9. Canada or its contingent shall have the right to conduct accident, discipli-nary or other investigations in connection with events relating to the contingent orits assets in accordance with Canadian laws and regulations. These investigations shallbe coordinated with any parallel MFO investigation. To the extent possible underCanadian laws and regulations, the parties shall assist each other in the conduct ofthe investigations.

10. Members of the Canadian Contingent may be repatriated before comple-tion of their tour of duty at the request of Canada. The MFO shall concur in suchrequests but may require that if a member fills an important staff or other uniqueposition, a suitable replacement be furnished in time for overlap to occur betweenthe replacement and the departing member.

IV. FINAL CLAUSES

1. This Agreement may be supplemented or amended at any time by mutualagreement of the parties.

2. Implementing arrangements relating to the conduct of the mission in the Sinaipursuant to this or other relevant agreements between the parties may be made bythe Force Commander and the Contingent Commander, or between them and anyother country contributing to the MFO. Such arrangements shall be recorded inwriting, and notified to Canada by the Contingent Commander, and to the MFOHeadquarters by the Force Commander.

3. Canada intends to take appropriate steps to give effect in Canada to theinternational organization privileges and immunities conferred on the MFO by theProtocol to the Treaty of Peace.

4. Where any conflict exists between this Agreement and MFO directives, ordersand regulations, this Agreement shall prevail.

5. Any difference regarding the interpretation or application of this Agreementshall be settled through diplomatic channels between the MFO Director-General andCanada.


